
The C5C installation tool provides fast and

reliable installation of wires.

As the wire is cut by the terminal and not the

tool, there is no cutting edge to dull or

scissor mechanism to fail.

It features a built-in wire removal hook for

removing terminated wires.

Magazine removal from high and low density

mounting frames is effected without the need

of the tool.

Two lengths are available, depending on

customer requirements.

C5C-IT
Installation tool
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Disposable tool Installation tool

Ordering information

Description Product name Quantity TCPN

Installation tool

Short version C5C-AC-ITS 1 F57721-000

Long version C5C-AC-ITL 1 F00745-000

Disposable tool C5C-AC-DT 50 E92287-000

A disposable installation tool is also

available. This is used to push wires into the

terminals. A disposable tool is supplied with

each pack of 10 magazines. 

When not in use, the tool can be hung in a

convenient place so that it is accessible for

further wire insertions. This tool is not

intended for use during first-time

installations, but for subsequent minor

operations, such as adding new jumpers. 

In such situations this tool is particularly

useful as the normal installation tools may

not be available and the risk of other,

unsuitable substitute tools, such as

screwdrivers, etc. being used, is removed.

Dimensions
Values in mm


